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Workshop on “The Power of Leadership” 

www.wardbd.com            II              Cell: 01753881177          II              training.ward@wardbd.net 

Synopsis: 
 
What is True Leadership?  Many mistook leadership is a position.   Is it or is it not?   “A Leader without 
followers are not a Leader”.  Have we ever reflect what is a True Leader? 
 

So often have we mistook Leadership as being a title, a position, being the power given by the authority 
and being the person in charge.   So often it is not.  So often did we realize these conditions set up the 
opposite direction.  Much had been said and thought about the characteristic of a Leader which we will 
not address here, we will instead address the 4 areas of a True power of a leader can occur. 
 

Converting the Power: The power of being able to exert your power in doing anything is an easy task.  
Being able to convert the power to your follower is a different story. It is not simply the task of 
delegation,  it is the ability to past the power to your follower and they that they are your movers.  
However, being able to convert the power to your followers is not an easy task. 
 

Don’t keep that Credit: Credits often does not belong to one person, it is usually the efforts of a team.   
Giving your team the credits often gain you your credit.   It is a powerful tool to gain power as the credit 
that returns to you are real acknowledgement. Giving your credit away requires courage and the 
willingness to let go of it.   A True leader does keep credits, he shares credit.  
 
Putting them in front of you: True leader do not pursue power, True leader do not pursue leadership.   
It’s not about you, it’s all about them.  If you help people get what they want they will help you get with 
you want.  The purpose of True Leadership is not to maintain followers but reproduce leaders.  True 
leaders are there to serve, not to be served.  Are you a Leader or a follower? A question worth revisiting. 
 
Self-Management: When you can management yourselves, you don’t need to manage others.  We 
spent most of our time managing others and not ourselves, we spent much efforts in developing others 
but not ourselves.  The real power of a leader is a learned leader.  A true leader is one with the 
composure, disposition, charisma and self-managed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“WARD is recognized by SHRM to offer Professional Development Credits (PDCs) for the SHRM-CP® or SHRM-SCP®. This 
program is valid for 3 PDCs for the SHRM-CP® or SHRM-SCP®. For more information about certification or recertification, 
please visit www.shrmcertification.org.” 
 

Resource Person: Mr. Roy Lai, President, STADA-Singapore 
For 20 years, Roy has been a principal consultant, head facilitator, executive coach and 
master trainer. A prominent speaker, he has addressed more than 100,000 delegates 
and facilitated above 15,000 hours of learning programs internationally. 

As a consultant, Roy has facilitated thousands of programs with delegates from different 
continents. His audiences include representatives from the SMEs, multinational 

companies and listed companies. Roy has provided training to delegates from well over 500 companies. 

Certificate will be awarded 
Date: 10 October [6 pm to 9 pm] 
Fee: BDT 500 taka per person 
Venue: Gulshan, Dhaka 
Contact: WARD @ 01753881177 or visit www.wardbd.com  email: training.ward@wardbd.net 


